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OVERLAND STORAGE END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT (“EULA”)

IMPORTANT NOTICE - PLEASE READ THIS END USER SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT (“EULA”) CAREFULLY 
BEFORE USING THE SOFTWARE CONTAINED IN THIS EQUIPMENT OR USING THIS EQUIPMENT IN ANY MANNER.

BY USING THE EQUIPMENT THAT CONTAINS THIS SOFTWARE, YOU ARE CONSENTING TO BE BOUND BY THIS 
AGREEMENT. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO ALL OF THE TERMS OF THIS END USER AGREEMENT, PROMPTLY RETURN 
AND DO NOT USE THE EQUIPMENT AND THE SOFTWARE.

1. Single User License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA, Overland Storage, Inc. (“Overland”) grants to you 
(“Customer”) a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use (a) Overland software which provides the basic operating environment 
for Overland equipment and whether pre-installed on, embedded in or provided with Overland equipment, and (b) the specific 
Overland program modules or features which have been enabled by security keys supplied by Overland and for which Customer had 
paid any applicable license fees (collectively, the “Software”), both of the foregoing in object code form only: (i) solely as pre-installed, 
embedded in or provided with Overland equipment owned or leased by Customer; and (ii) for key-enabled Software corresponding to 
the security key(s) supplied by Overland and for the license fees paid by Customer.

2. Limitations. Except as otherwise expressly provided under this EULA, Customer will have no right, and Customer will not:

(i) make error corrections to or otherwise modify or adapt the Software nor create derivative works based upon the Software, or to 
permit third parties to do the same;

(ii) copy, in whole or in part, decompile, translate, reverse engineer, disassemble or otherwise reduce the Software to human-readable 
form; or

(iii) remove the Software from the equipment in which it is embedded.

3. Upgrades and Additional Copies. For purposes of this EULA, “Software” will also include (and the terms and conditions of this 
EULA will apply to) any upgrades, updates, bug fixes or modified versions (collectively, “Upgrades”) or backup copies of the Software 
licensed or provided to Customer by Overland or an authorized distributor for which Customer had paid the applicable license fees 
and holds the corresponding software keys. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Overland will have no obligation to provide any Upgrades 
under this EULA. If Upgrades are provided, (i) Customer has no license or right to use any such additional copies or Upgrades unless 
Customer, at the time of acquiring such copy or Upgrade, already holds a valid license and the corresponding security keys to the 
original Software; and (ii) use of the Upgrades is limited to Overland equipment for which Customer is the original End-User 
purchase or lessee.

4. U.S. Government Restriction Rights. The Software was developed at private expense and is provided with “RESTRICTED 
RIGHTS” as set forth in this License Agreement. Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States government is subject to 
restrictions as set forth in FAR 52.227-14 and DFARS 252.227-7013 et seq., or its successors. The use of this Software constitutes 
acknowledgement of Company’s and its licensors’ rights in the Software.

5. Notices of Proprietary Rights. Customer will maintain and reproduce all trademark, copyright, patent, and notices of other 
proprietary rights on all copies, in any form, of the Software in the same form and manner that such trademark, copyright, patent, 
and notices of other rights are included on the Software. Except as expressly authorized in this EULA, Customer will not make any 
copies or duplicates of any Software without the prior written permission of Overland.

6. Proprietary Rights. The Software is and will remain the sole and exclusive property of Overland. Software is licensed, not sold, 
by Overland hereunder.   Any references to terms in connection with the foregoing, such as “sale”, “purchase” or “sell” will be 
interpreted as licensed rights granted on a non-exclusive basis hereunder and as otherwise provided in this EULA. Overland’s rights 
under this Section will include, but not be limited to: (i) all copies of the Software, in whole and in part; and (ii) all intellectual 
property rights in the Software.

7. Confidential Information. Customer will not disclose or, except as expressly permitted in this EULA, use any Software or other 
technical information disclosed to Customer by Overland (“Confidential Information”). Customer will take all reasonable measures 
to maintain the confidentiality of all Confidential Information in Customer’s possession or control, which will in no event be less than 
the measures Customer uses to maintain the confidentiality of Customer’s own information of equal importance. Confidential 
Information will not include information that: (i) is in or enters the public domain without breach of this EULA; (ii) Customer receives 
from a third party without restriction on disclosure and without breach of a nondisclosure obligation; or (iii) Customer develops 
independently, which Customer can prove with written evidence.

The Confidential Information is a trade secret of Overland, the disclosure of which would cause substantial harm to Overland that 
could not be remedied by the payment of damages alone. Accordingly, Overland will be entitled to preliminary and permanent 
injunctive relief and other equitable relief for any breach of this Section.

8. Limited Software Warranty. Overland warrants that the Software will substantially conform to its published specifications for 
a period of 90 days from the later of receipt of the equipment containing the Software or receipt of access to the Software. This limited 
warranty extends only to Customer as the original licensee. Provided that (a) Customer has notified Overland of such substantial 
non-conformance during the applicable warranty period, and (b) Overland has confirmed such Software to be substantially non-
conforming, as Customer’s sole and exclusive remedy and Overland’s and its suppliers’ entire liability under this limited warranty, 
Overland will, at its option, repair, replace, or refund the Software pursuant to Overland’s then-current warranty policy.

Except as expressly provided in this EULA, the Software is provided “AS IS” without warranty of any kind. Overland does not 
warrant that the Software is error free or that Customer will be able to operate the Software without problems or interruptions. 
Overland reserves the right to charge additional fees for repairs or replacements performed outside of the 90-day limited warranty 
period.

This warranty does not apply if the Software or the Overland equipment in which the Software is embedded (i) is licensed for beta, 
evaluation, testing or demonstration purposes for which Overland does not receive a license fee, (ii) has been altered, except by 
Overland, (iii) has not been installed, operated, repaired, or maintained in accordance with instructions supplied by Overland, (iv) 
has been subjected to abnormal physical or electrical stress or to misuse, negligence, or accident, or (v) is used in ultra-hazardous 
activities.



9. Disclaimer. EXCEPT AS SPECIFIED IN THIS EULA, ALL EXPRESS OR IMPLIED CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, 
AND WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF 
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, SATISFACTORY QUALITY OR 
ARISING FROM A COURSE OF DEALING, USAGE, OR TRADE PRACTICE, ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED TO THE EXTENT 
ALLOWED BY APPLICABLE LAW. IN NO EVENT WILL OVERLAND OR ITS SUPPLIERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOST 
REVENUE, PROFIT, OR DATA, OR FOR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR PUNITIVE DAMAGES 
HOWEVER CAUSED AND REGARDLESS OF THE THEORY OF LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO 
USE THE SOFTWARE EVEN IF OVERLAND OR ITS SUPPLIERS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH 
DAMAGES. IN NO EVENT WILL OVERLAND’S TOTAL LIABILITY TO CUSTOMER, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT 
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE), OR OTHERWISE, EXCEED THE PRICE PAID BY CUSTOMER. THE FOREGOING 
LIMITATIONS WILL APPLY EVEN IF THE ABOVE-STATED WARRANTY FAILS OF ITS ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.

Each party recognizes and agrees that the warranty disclaimers and liability and remedy limitations in this EULA are material 
bargained for bases of this EULA and that they have been taken into account and reflected in determining the consideration to be 
given by each party under this EULA and in the decision by each party to enter into this EULA.

10. Term and Termination. This EULA is effective until terminated. Customer’s license rights under this EULA will terminate 
immediately without notice from Overland if Customer fails to comply with any provision of this EULA. Upon termination, Customer 
must destroy all copies of Software and the corresponding security keys in its possession or control.

11. Compliance With Law. Each party will comply with all applicable laws, rules and regulations in connection with its activities 
under this EULA. Without limiting the foregoing, the Software, including technical data, is subject to United States export control 
laws, including the United States Export Administration Act and its associated regulations, and may be subject to export or import 
regulations in other countries. Customer will comply strictly with all such regulations and acknowledges that Customer has the 
responsibility to obtain licenses to export, re-export, or import the Software.

12. Restricted Rights. The Software will be classified as “commercial computer software” as defined in the applicable provisions of 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (the “FAR”) and supplements thereto, including the Department of Defense (DoD) FAR 
Supplement (the “DFARS”). The parties acknowledge that the Software was developed entirely at private expense and that no part 
of the Software was first produced in the performance of a Government contract. If the Software is supplied for use by DoD, the 
Software is delivered subject to the terms of this EULA and either (i) in accordance with DFARS 227.702-1(a) and 227.7202-3(a), or 
(ii) with restricted rights in accordance with DFARS 252.227-7013(c)(1)(ii) (OCT 1988), as applicable. If the Software is supplied for 
use by a Federal agency other than DoD, the Software is restricted computer software delivered subject to the terms of this EULA 
and (i) FAR 12.212(a); (ii) FAR 52.227-19; or (iii) FAR 52.227-14 (ALT III), as applicable.

13. Third Party Software. Third party suppliers of materials integrated with the Overland equipment disclaim all implied 
warranties, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. The collective liabilities of the 
seller/licensor and its third party suppliers are subject to the limitation of liabilities described in this agreement. The third party 
supplier is an intended beneficiary of this limitation.” Third party suppliers disclaim all liability for consequential or other indirect 
damages or for loss of or damage to data or records.

14. General. This EULA will bind and inure to the benefit of each party’s successors and assigns, provided that Customer may not 
assign or transfer this EULA, in whole or in part, without Overland’s written consent.

This EULA will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California, United States of America, as if 
performed wholly within the state and without giving effect to the principles of conflict of law.

No failure of either party to exercise or enforce any of its rights under this EULA will act as a waiver of such rights.

Any waivers or amendments will be effective only if made in writing by non-preprinted agreements clearly understood by both parties 
to be an amendment or waiver and signed by a representative of the respective parties authorized to bind the parties.

If any portion hereof is found to be void or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this EULA will remain in full force and effect.

This EULA is the complete and exclusive agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, superseding and 
replacing any and all prior agreements, communications, and understandings (both written and oral) regarding such subject matter.

Any notice, report, approval or consent required or permitted hereunder will be in writing and will be deemed to have been duly given 
if delivered personally or mailed by first-class, registered or certified US mail, postage prepaid to the respective addresses of the 
parties. The prevailing party in any action to enforce this EULA will be entitled to recover costs and expenses including, without 
limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees.

A material breach of this EULA adversely affecting Overland’s proprietary rights in the Software would cause irreparable injury to 
Overland for which monetary damages would not be an adequate remedy and that Overland will be entitled to equitable relief in 
addition to any remedies it may have hereunder or at law.

©2006 Overland Storage, Inc. All rights reserved.

Overland®, Overland Storage®, XchangeNOW®, VR2®, WebTLC®, PowerLoader®, LoaderXpress®, NEO SERIES®, and REO 
SERIES® are registered trademarks of Overland Storage, Inc. Simply iSCSI™, Simply Protected™, Simply Protected Storage™, 
SnapWrite™, ULTAMUS™, ULTAMUS SERIES™, ULTAMUS PRO™, ULTAMUS RAID™, REO™, NEO™, ARCvault™, 
ARCvault SERIES™, Protection OS™, Multi-SitePAC™, NDMP PAC™, CompliancePAC™, VTLPac™, and D2D2T™ are 
trademarks of Overland Storage, Inc.

All other brand names or trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

The names of companies and individuals used in examples are fictitious and intended to illustrate the use of the software. Any 
resemblance to actual companies or individuals, whether past or present, is coincidental.

PROPRIETARY NOTICE

All information contained in or disclosed by this document is considered proprietary by Overland Storage. By accepting this material 
the recipient agrees that this material and the information contained therein are held in confidence and in trust and will not be used, 
reproduced in whole or in part, nor its contents revealed to others, except to meet the purpose for which it was delivered. It is 
understood that no right is conveyed to reproduce or have reproduced any item herein disclosed without express permission from 
Overland Storage.

Overland Storage provides this manual as is, without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but not limited 
to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose. Overland Storage may make improvements or 
changes in the product(s) or programs described in this manual at any time. These changes will be incorporated in new editions of 
this publication.

Overland Storage assumes no responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, sufficiency, or usefulness of this manual, nor for any 
problem that might arise from the use of the information in this manual.



Additional Third-Party Notices and EULAs

Copyright (c) 1998,1999,2000. Traakan, Inc., Los Altos, CA. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following 
disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in 
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

NOTE! This copyright does *not* cover user programs that use kernel services by normal system calls - this is merely considered 
normal use of the kernel, and does *not* fall under the heading of “derived work”.

Also note that the GPL below is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, but the instance of code that it refers to (the Linux 
kernel) is copyrighted by me and others who actually wrote it.

Also note that the only valid version of the GPL as far as the kernel is concerned is _this_ particular version of the license (ie v2, not 
v2.2 or v3.x or whatever), unless explicitly otherwise stated.

Linus Torvalds

----------------------------------------

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

Version 2, June 1991

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

Preamble

The licenses for most software are designed to take away your freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public 
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. 
This General Public License applies to most of the Free Software Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors 
commit to using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by the GNU Library General Public License instead.) 
You can apply it to your programs, too.

When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that 
you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can 
get it if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free programs; and that you know you can do these 
things.

To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights. 
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that 
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source code. And you must show them these terms so they know 
their rights.

We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and (2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to 
copy, distribute and/or modify the software.

Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this 
free software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we want its recipients to know that what they have is not 
the original, so that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original authors' reputations.

Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free 
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear 
that any patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and modification follow.

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be 
distributed under the terms of this General Public License. The “Program”, below, refers to any such program or work, and a “work 
based on the Program” means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the 
Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another language. (Hereinafter, translation 
is included without limitation in the term “modification”.) Each licensee is addressed as “you”.

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of 
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the 
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program). Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.



1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you 
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the 
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this 
License along with the Program.

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange 
for a fee.

2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and 
distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1 above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any     
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when run, you must cause it, when started running for such 
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice 
that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these 
conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but does not 
normally print such an announcement, your work based on the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program, 
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to 
those sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a 
work based on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of this License, whose permissions for other licensees 
extend to the entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to 
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or collective works based on the Program.

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) 
on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under the scope of this License.

3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms 
of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which must be distributed under the terms of 
Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your cost of 
physically performing source distribution, a complete machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be distributed 
under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is allowed 
only for noncommercial distribution and only if you received the program in object code or executable form with such an offer, in 
accord with Subsection b above.)

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete 
source code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used 
to control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a special exception, the source code distributed need not include 
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of 
the operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies the executable.

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent access 
to copy the source code from the same place counts as distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not compelled to 
copy the source along with the object code.

4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt 
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this 
License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so 
long as such parties remain in full compliance.

5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify 
or distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by 
modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and 
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying the Program or works based on it.

6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from 
the original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further 
restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein. You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties 
to this License.

7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues), 
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they 
do not excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under 
this License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a 
patent license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by all those who receive copies directly or indirectly 
through you, then the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to refrain entirely from distribution of the 
Program.

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended 
to apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any 
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the integrity of the free software distribution system, which is 
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed 
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing 
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot impose that choice.

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to be a consequence of the rest of this License. 

8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the 
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation 
excluding those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License 
incorporates the limitation as if written in the body of this License.



9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of the General Public License from time to time. Such new 
versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program specifies a version number of this License which applies to it 
and “any later version”, you have the option of following the terms and conditions either of that version or of any later version 
published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of this License, you may choose any 
version ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the 
author to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free Software 
Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status of all 
derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

NO WARRANTY

11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE 
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT 
HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER 
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY 
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE 
PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY 
SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT 
HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, 
BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS 
OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A 
FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY 
HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright (c) 2000. Traakan, Inc., Los Altos, CA. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice unmodified, this list of conditions, and the following 
disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in 
the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED 
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS 
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE 
FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT 
NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR 
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, 
STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF 
THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Project: NDMJOB

Ident:    $Id: $

Description: NDMPv0, represented here, is a fictitious version used to negotiate NDMP protocol version for the remainder of the 
session. Early, as a connection is being set up, the version of the protocol is unknown. The first messages exchanged negotiate the 
protocol version, and such messages are in the NDMP format. This is different than other protocols, such as ONC RPC which 
negotiate version by lower layers before the objective protocol becomes involved. During the negotiation, we deem the connection to 
be in “v0” mode. This NDMPv0 protocol specification is the subset of the NDMP protocol(s) required for the negotiation, and 
necessarily must remain immutable for all time.

Copyright (c) 1997 Network Appliance. All Rights Reserved.

Network Appliance makes no representations concerning either the merchantability of this software or the suitability of this 
software for any particular purpose. It is provided “as is” without express or implied warranty of any kind.

These notices must be retained in any copies of any part of this documentation and/or software.

Various copyrights apply to this package, listed in various separate parts below. Please make sure that 
you read all the parts. Up until 2001, the project was based at UC Davis, and the first part covers all 
code written during this time. From 2001 onwards, the project has been based at SourceForge, and 
Networks Associates Technology, Inc. hold the copyright on behalf of the wider Net-SNMP community, 
covering all derivative work done since then. An additional copyright section has been added as Part 
3 below also under a BSD license for the work contributed by Cambridge Broadband Ltd. to the project 
since 2001.

An additional copyright section has been added as Part 4 below also under a BSD license for the work contributed by Sun 
Microsystems, Inc. to the project since 2003.

Code has been contributed to this project by many people over the years it has been in development, and a full list of contributors 
can be found in the README file under the THANKS section.

---- Part 1: CMU/UCD copyright notice: (BSD like) -----

Copyright 1989, 1991, 1992 by Carnegie Mellon University

Derivative Work - 1996, 1998-2000



Copyright 1996, 1998-2000 The Regents of the University of California. All Rights Reserved

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and its documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, 
provided that the above copyright notice appears in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear 
in supporting documentation, and that the name of CMU and The Regents of the University of California not be used in advertising 
or publicity pertaining to distribution of the software without specific written permission.

CMU AND THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS 
SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL CMU 
OR THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR 
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE LOSS OF USE, DATA OR 
PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR 
IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

---- Part 2: Networks Associates Technology, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2001-2003, Networks Associates Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Networks Associates Technology, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote 
products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 3: Cambridge Broadband Ltd. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Portions of this code are copyright (c) 2001-2003, Cambridge Broadband Ltd. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* The name of Cambridge Broadband Ltd. may not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific 
prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, 
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY 
DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT 
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS 
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT 
LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS 
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 4: Sun Microsystems, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright © 2003 Sun Microsystems, Inc., 4150 Network Circle, Santa Clara, California 95054, U.S.A. All rights reserved.

Use is subject to license terms below.

This distribution may include materials developed by third parties.

Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo and Solaris are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the U.S. and 
other countries.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the Sun Microsystems, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products 
derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 5: Sparta, Inc. copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2003-2004, Sparta, Inc. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.



* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Sparta, Inc. nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this 
software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

---- Part 6: Cisco/BUPTNIC copyright notice (BSD) -----

Copyright (c) 2004, Cisco, Inc. and Information Network

Center of Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions 
are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Cisco, Inc., Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications, nor the names of their contributors may be 
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND 
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR 
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL 
DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, 
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, 
WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY 
WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
Overland Storage, Inc. 
4820 Overland Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92123 
U.S.A.

Tel: +1.858.571.5555 
Tel: 1.800.729.8725 (toll-free U.S.) 
Fax: +1.858 571.0982 (general) 
Fax: +1.858.571.3664 (sales) 
www.overlandstorage.com
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Introduction
A REO SERIES® Appliance running Multi-SitePAC™ automates the 
manual process of backing up and managing remote data. The Multi-
SitePAC software contains all the basic features that you need to 
configure your REO to work within your network environment.

A REO for which you purchased a Multi-SitePAC license can function as 
a Central REO, as a Remote REO, or as both. For example, you might 
automate the mirroring of backup data from multiple REOs located in 
various branch (remote) offices to a single, centrally located REO, and 
then configure your third-party backup software to offload the data to 
tape.

This document includes information that helps you install and configure 
the Multi-SitePAC software.

Overview
You can use Multi-SitePAC to mirror (copy) backup data from a Remote 
REO to a Central REO. You configure and manage Multi-SitePAC from 
the Central REO.

On the Central REO, you create a virtual tape-device of type Multisite 
and you set up a Mirror job that identifies the Remote REO from which 
data will be copied. As you configure a Mirror job on the Central REO, it 
creates a read-only device on the Central REO, and it sends the job 
information to the Remote REO. On the Remote REO, the job is stored in 
a virtual tape-cache (VTC) and becomes available to the backup server 
(host) that is connected to the Remote REO. Using the Mirror job 
automatically ensures that a copy of the data currently backed up to the 
Remote REO is also maintained on the Central REO. On the Central 
REO, you can monitor the status of the job, or change its attributes. As 
the size of the data involved changes, the size of the VTC stored on the 
Remote REO fluctuates.

Although you might label one specific REO in a certain location as the 
Central REO, and another REO in a different location as the Remote 
REO, they can function as both. For example, you might configure a REO 
in one location to function as the Central REO for a Remote REO in 
another location, and then set up a job on the “Remote” REO in which it 
functions as the Central REO for the first (“Central”) REO.
Introduction ! 11
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Ultimately, after the Central and Remote REOs are configured and the 
baseline backup is synchronized, you can use your third-party backup 
software and the REOs to cover every step of the backup process, from 
initial backup to archival. For example, you can set a process by which 
data is sent from the remote backup-server (remote host) to the Remote 
REO, from the Remote REO to the Central REO, from the Central REO 
to the central backup-server (central host), and from the central host to 
a tape library.

Note:  Multiple processes can run concurrently. For example, the remote 
host can send data to the Remote REO at the same time that the 
Central REO is mirroring data that resides on a different multisite 
tape-device on the Remote REO.

The following describes a simple example, using a Central REO and one 
Remote REO, of the steps you must take to set up this configuration (this 
assumes you have already installed and configured the two REOs using 
the guidelines provided in the Setup Guide that came with your 
appliance).

Step 1 On the Central REO, create a device of type Multisite Tape. This includes 
specifying the IP address of the Remote REO and the iSCSI initiator 
name from the remote host (Host B). The Central REO uses this 
information to set up communication with the Remote REO, and 
establishes the need for a (VTC) that mimics the multisite tape-device. 
Also enter the additional configuration information for details such as 
the schedule and bandwidth allowance.

Step 2 On the remote host (Host B), point the iSCSI Initiator to the multisite 
tape-device that now exists on the Remote REO. Configure the backup 
software on Host B to back up data to the multisite tape-device on the 
Remote REO. Perform a backup.

Step 3 On the Central REO, start the Mirror job (or let it run at the scheduled 
time). The Central REO contacts the Remote REO to determine whether 
there is new data that should be copied to the Central REO, and mirrors 
the applicable data.

Step 4 On the Central REO, add a new iSCSI initiator to the same multisite 
tape-device, and use iSCSI initiator name that is configured on the 
central host (Host A). Using this initiator and device, you can configure 
the backup software on Host A to offload and restore files.

Host and Backup 
Server for Central 

REO (Host A)

Host and Backup 
Server for Remote 

REO (Host B)

Remote REO

(Virtual Tape Cache)

Central REO

Multisite Tape Device

Tape sub-system
Tape sub-system

REO GUIREO GUI

Ethernet
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Configuring REOs for Use in the Backup Process
Because devices of type Multisite Tape use tape emulation, the disk 
drives on the REO appear to your backup software as LTO-2 tape drives, 
which simplifies the setup process while simultaneously providing data 
compression and the attributes of backing up data to disk.

By using standard backup software, you can copy backup data from the 
remote host to the Remote REO, which is then mirrored to the Central 
REO. You can also use backup software to copy the backup data from the 
Central REO to the central host to tape for long-term data retention.

For the latest information regarding supported backup-software 
products, see the Overland Web site. You can also find a variety of 
application notes that might help you configure your backup software for 
use with the REOs.

Configuring Backup Software for the Remote REOs
1 On the remote host, in the backup software, create the device that 

functions as the target.

2 Create the backup job that points to the multisite tape-device on the 
Remote REO as the target location that should receive the data.

If you log on to the REO GUI for the Remote REO, you will not see this 
device. (Its presence is indicated by the appearance of a Multisite Space 
Used section on the Standalone Logical Volume Management page.) 
However, the backup software on the remote host should be able to view 
the device and specify it as the target for the backup job.

3 Run the backup job to ensure that everything is configured correctly.

Configuring Backup Software for the Central REO
The following steps assume you have already mirrored data from the 
Remote REO to the Central.

1 On the central host, in the backup software, create the device that 
functions as the target.

2 Create the catalog or restore job that points to the multisite tape-device 
on the Central REO as the target location from which tape should be 
retrieved.

3 Run the catalog or restore job to ensure that everything is configured 
correctly.

Restoring Files
You can use the backup software on your remote host to restore files from 
the multisite tape-devices on the Remote REO. Because you will probably 
reuse the devices for backing up data on your Remote REO and mirroring 
it to your Central REO (and thus overwriting current data), Overland 
recommends that you set up a system to ensure that you can restore data 
from either the Central REO or from a tape library at the central site 
after the original multisite tape-device is reused. For information on best 
practices for setting up and managing your retention cycles for virtual 
tapes to ensure business continuity and compliance with record retention 
regulations, see the Overland Web site.
Configuring REOs for Use in the Backup Process ! 13
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Reviewing Expected Speed of Mirroring Based on 
Connection

For information on this topic, see the Overland Web site. Check the 
PRODUCTS page and the SERVICE & SUPPORT page for additional 
information.

Working with Large Data Sets
For information on this topic, see the Overland Web site. Check the 
PRODUCTS page and the SERVICE & SUPPORT page for additional 
information.
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CHAPTER

1
 Activating Multi-SitePAC on the 
Applicable REO Appliances
The main steps involved with activating the Multi-SitePAC software on 
the REOs include:

Step 1 Making sure that your REOs meet pre-installation requirements.

Step 2 Obtaining the activation code.

Step 3 For existing REOs, checking the version of Protection OS running on the 
appliances.

Step 4 Activating the Multi-SitePAC features.

Reviewing Pre-Installation Requirements
The following identifies the requirements that must be met before you 
can successfully install and configure the Multi-SitePAC software.

! Each applicable REO Appliance (that is, each unit that will function 
as a Central REO or as a Remote REO) must be set up according to the 
instructions provided in the Setup Guide provided with the appliance.

! The Central REO must have a verified network connection to every 
Remote REO involved in the process.

! Each appliance must be configured to use logical volumes in either 
RAID 0 or RAID 5. You can create up to 64 logical volumes on the 
Central REO, and then use up to 10 of those volumes as multisite tape-
devices for each Remote REO (for example, you can assign devices 0 
through 9 to Remote REO A, devices 10 through 19 for Remote REO B, 
devices 20 through 29 for Remote REO C, and so on).

Tip:  Because RAID 5 is designed for data protection and disk drives 
continue to work in a degraded state even if one disk becomes 
unavailable, Overland recommends that you use RAID 5 for your 
Central REO and all Remote REOs involved in the Multi-SitePAC 
configuration.

! Each appliance must have version 2.4 (or later) of the software 
installed.

! Each appliance must have a backup server (host) that is directly 
attached or attached via the network.
Activating Multi-SitePAC on the Applicable REO Appliances ! 15
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! Each backup server must have the same third-party backup software 
installed and configured.

Important:  Be aware that the USB SoftKeys are not interchangeable 
and Overland strongly recommends that you make a backup copy of 
the files on the keys before and after you make changes. For 
instructions on backing up the keys, see the Setup Guide for your 
appliance.

! The minimum supported line speed between the Central REO and 
Remote REO is 384 kilobytes per second (KBps).

Obtaining the Activation Code
1 Use the instructions provided in your Multi-SitePAC package to obtain 

the activation code.

2 Choose one of the following:

! If you purchased new REOs that contain the same version of the 
Protection OS, skip to Activating Multi-SitePAC on page 17.

! If you are using existing REOs, proceed to the next section, Checking 
the Version of Protection OS on Existing Appliances.

Checking the Version of Protection OS on Existing 
Appliances

Before you can activate Multi-SitePAC on existing REOs, you must make 
sure that each REO on which you want to use the Multi-SitePAC 
software is using the same version of the Protection OS software.

Important:  The versions must match exactly. For example, if you have 
version 2.4.0.159 installed on a Remote REO and version 3.0.1.x 
installed on the Central REO, you must upgrade the Remote REO so 
that it matches the Central REO.

To check the version

1 Log on to the GUI.

2 In the left pane, under System Menu, click Maintenance.

3 On the Maintenance page, under System Information, note what is 
listed for Product Version.

4 Repeat the previous steps on each applicable REO.

5 If the versions do not match, download and install the applicable update 
from the Overland Web site.

For instructions on installing an update, use the Release Notes that 
accompany the update.

6 After you complete these steps for each applicable REO, proceed to the 
next section, Activating Multi-SitePAC.
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Activating Multi-SitePAC
To activate the Multi-SitePAC features, enter the applicable activation 
code in the REO GUI on the appliance that acts as the Central REO.

1 In the GUI on the Central REO, under System Menu, click 
Maintenance.

2 In the System PACs section, click Enable Multisite.

3 Type in the activation code, and click Add Multi-SitePAC License.

4 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

The System PACs section indicates how many appliances have been 
activated to use Multi-SitePAC.

You should now be able to use the various features, including the creation 
of multisite tape-devices on the Standalone Device Configuration page.

5 After you complete these steps, proceed to the steps outlined in 
Configuring Multi-SitePAC on page 19.
Activating Multi-SitePAC ! 17
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CHAPTER
2
 Configuring Multi-SitePAC
The main steps involved in configuring the Multi-SitePAC software 
include:

Step 1 Verifying that the Central REO can communicate with each Remote 
REO.

Step 2 Making sure that you have created logical volumes on the Central REO.

Step 3 Creating multisite tape-devices on the Central REO.

Verifying Communication Between Appliances
To ensure that the Central REO can communicate with the Remote REOs 
that you intend to configure for use with Multi-SitePAC, perform the 
following steps.

1 In the GUI on the Central REO, under System Menu, click 
Maintenance.

2 In the Test Communication with a Remote section, type the IP 
address of a Remote REO that you intend to use, and click Test Access.

Important:  This feature uses port 9080 to verify that the Multi-SitePAC 
features can be used with the specified Remote REO.
Configuring Multi-SitePAC ! 19
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The REO GUI displays a message that indicates whether the Central 
REO was able to access the Remote REO, and, if so, whether the Remote 
REO is ready for use.

! The following message indicates that the Central REO could not 
contact the Remote REO.

! The following message indicates that the Central REO connected with 
the Remote REO, and the Remote REO is ready for use.

3 To proceed, click Continue.

4 Repeat these steps for each Remote REO.

Verifying that Logical Volumes Exist on the Central REO
Make sure that you have created logical volumes on the Central REO so 
that you can configure them as multisite tape-devices.

1 On the Central REO, log on to the REO GUI.

2 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Logical Volume 
Management, and make sure that you have created a logical volume for 
each multisite tape-device that you want to create.

Tip:  When you create the volumes, you can specify the Volume Size as 
1 GB, because selecting the Multisite Tape option overrides the 
information you enter and automatically creates devices of dynamic 
length.
20 " Configuring Multi-SitePAC 
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Creating Multisite Tape Devices
1 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Device 

Configuration.

The Standalone Device Configuration page displays the current settings 
for the first device listed in the Device ID list.

2 From the Device ID list, select the first device whose configuration you 
want to change to Multisite Tape.

3 In the Device Type section, select Multisite Tape.

4 If your backup software does not include a hardware-compression feature 
for use with tape, clear the Enable Tape Compression check box.

If your backup software supports a hardware-compression feature for use 
with tape, you can use this option to emulate that feature. To maximize 
the backup storage capacity, leave this check box selected, for optimal 
backup performance, clear this check box.

Note:  Leaving the check box selected has no impact on the device if your 
backup software does not support hardware compression.

5 Click Submit.

Select a device.

Select Multisite Tape.
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6 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

7 On the Add New Multisite Initiator page, enter the following 
information:

! IP Address on Remote Appliance for Control Interface. Using 
dotted decimal notation, enter the address of the Remote REO 
Appliance. This is the IP address that the Central REO will use to 
access the Remote REO and configure the multisite tape-device and 
associated information. The Central REO also uses this address for all 
information that it must communicate to the Remote REO, such as 
instructing a multisite job to start.

! iSCSI Initiator Name of Remote Host. Enter the unique name (you 
can enter up to 223 alphanumeric characters) of the authorized 
initiator installed on the backup server that is connected to the 
Remote REO. The fully qualified name is assigned by the 
manufacturer of either the software initiator or storage adapter that 
you are using. The name that you enter here must match the name of 
the initiator on the associated system.

Important:  Although Multi-SitePAC supports one backup server (host) 
for the Remote REO, you can create multiple devices of type Multisite 
Tape for use by the same backup server. You must use the same iSCSI 
Initiator Name and IP Address for each multisite tape-device on the 
Remote REO.

! IP Address on Central Appliance for Data Transfer. Select the 
IP address (port) on the Central REO that should receive multisite 
data from the Remote REO.

8 Click Submit.

9 When the confirmation message appears, verify that the information is 
correct, and then click OK.

10 On the Multisite Job Configuration page, enter the following 
information:

! Mirror Type. Select Schedule (the default) or Manual. If you select 
Manual, you must manually start the job from the Standalone Job 
Monitoring page.

! Maximum Duration of Job. Indicate the number of hours (from 1 to 
168) that can elapse during the processing of the job before it is 
canceled.

Note:  If the maximum time is reached during the processing of a job, 
that instance of the job is cancelled. However, the next time the job 
starts, it will begin at the point at which the previous job ended (that 
is, it does not start the job over from the beginning).
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! Compress During Transfer. Clear this check box if you want to 
disable compression during the mirroring process. The default setting 
is with compression enabled.

Enabling compression results in one of the following:

! If the backup software on your remote host uses compression and 
the Enable Tape Compression check box is selected, data is stored 
in a compressed state in the VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-
SitePAC then transmits the data to the Central REO in a 
compressed state, where it remains compressed.

! If the backup software on your remote host does not use 
compression, or if it uses compression but the Enable Tape 
Compression check box for the device is cleared, data is stored in a 
decompressed state in the VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-SitePAC 
then transmits the data in a compressed state to the Central REO, 
where it remains compressed.

Disabling compression results in one of the following:

! If the backup software on your remote host uses compression and 
the Enable Tape Compression check box is selected, data is stored 
in a compressed state in the VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-
SitePAC then transmits the data to the Central REO in a 
decompressed state, where it remains decompressed.

! If the backup software on your remote host does not use 
compression, or if it uses compression but the Enable Tape 
Compression check box for the device is cleared, data is stored in a 
decompressed state in the VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-SitePAC 
then transmits the data in a decompressed state to the Central 
REO, where it remains decompressed.

Note:  If you select this check box, Multisite Tape appears in italic 
formatting in the Device Type column on the Standalone Device 
Summary and Standalone Initiator Summary pages.

! Connection Time-Out. Indicate the number of minutes (from 5 to 
10080) that can elapse during a break in the connection between the 
Remote REO and Central REO before the job is officially timed out and 
canceled.

! WAN Bandwidth Management. Use this option to limit the amount 
of bandwidth (from 0 to 999) used during the mirroring of data from 
the Remote REO to the Central REO. Increasing this value introduces 
a delay between the data blocks transmitted by the Remote REO. The 
actual data-rate you achieve depends on the speed of the network 
connection.

! Frequency. If Mirror Type is Schedule, select Daily or Weekly.

! Day of the Week. If you selected Weekly for the Frequency, select the 
day of the week on which the job should run.
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! Start Time. Indicate when the job should begin.

Important:  Make sure that the schedule for a backup job on the remote 
host does not overlap with the schedule for the corresponding Mirror 
job.

11 Click Submit, and then click OK when the confirmation message 
appears.

The Standalone Job Monitoring page appears and displays the job that 
you just configured.

Tip:  To see detailed information, click the Job Name.

12 Repeat these steps for each multisite tape-device that you want to create.

You can create up to 64 logical volumes on the Central REO, and then use 
up to 10 of those volumes as multisite tape-devices for each Remote REO 
(that is, you can assigned devices 0 through 9 to Remote REO A, devices 
10 through 19 for Remote REO B, devices 20 through 29 for Remote REO 
C, and so on).

13 Make a backup copy of all the files on the USB SoftKey after you are 
finished configuring the multisite tape-devices.
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3
 Using Multi-SitePAC
This chapter provides a few tips on working with the REO, such as:

! Using the key with the appliance.

! Monitoring the status of a multisite job.

! Changing the compression setting.

! Determining the level of bandwidth available between appliances.

! Changing a schedule.

! Interrupting a job.

! Identifying how much space is consumed by the VTC on a Remote 
REO.

! Adding more Remote REOs to the configuration.

Be aware that if you change the settings for an existing Mirror job while 
it is running, the changes do not take effect until the next time that the 
job is executed.

Using the USB SoftKey
Although the Setup Guide for your appliance indicates that the USB 
SoftKey must be inserted whenever you restart an appliance or access 
the REO GUI, Overland strongly recommends that you leave all keys 
inserted in the Central REO and all Remote REOs at all times when you 
are using the Multi-SitePAC product.

Monitoring the Status of a Job
Multi-SitePAC includes a Standalone Job Monitoring page that lists all 
existing jobs and provides access to a Job Details page for each job. 
(Depending on the bandwidth of your network, you can run multiple jobs 
simultaneously.)

Important:  You can only monitor a job from the Central REO that set it 
up. That is, you cannot monitor a job from any REO that has Multi-
SitePAC installed, including the Remote REO for which the job was 
created.
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To monitor a job from the Central REO

1 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Job Monitoring.

2 Review the list of jobs that are identified, and click the name of the job 
for which you want to view additional information.

The Job Details page appears.

The Job Details page displays slightly different information, depending 
on the type of job. This page automatically refreshes every half a second.

! Job Name. Uses the iSCSI Target Name that you specified on the 
Standalone Device Configuration page.

! Current Time. Corresponds to the time set on the Central REO.

! Start Time. Indicates when a job is scheduled to begin.

! Job Elapsed Time. Indicates how much time passed during the 
execution of the job.

! Job Estimated Time to Go. Indicates how much time is remaining 
before the job completes.

! Blocks Transferred. Indicates how many data blocks have been 
mirrored from the Remote REO to the Central REO. (The size of a 
block is defined by your backup software.)

To access details 
about a job, click 
its name.
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! Blocks to Transfer. Indicates how many data blocks have not been 
mirrored yet.

! Link Down Count. Indicates the number of times during a single 
execution of the Mirror job that it tried to establish a connection 
between the Central REO and the Remote REO and failed. Multi-
SitePAC resets the number to 0 at the next start of the job.

! Percent Complete. Indicates what percentage of the job is finished.

! Job Type. (Currently only supports the Multisite type.) Indicates the 
type of job for which this record exists.

! Job State. Indicates the current status of the job.

Enabling and Disabling Compression During Transfer
Multi-SitePAC includes a feature that lets you indicate whether data 
should be compressed while it is mirrored from the Remote REO to the 
Central REO. The default setting is with compression enabled.

Enabling compression during transfer results in one of the following:

! If the backup software on your remote host uses compression and the 
Enable Tape Compression check box is selected, data is stored in a 
compressed state in the VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-SitePAC then 
transmits the data to the Central REO in a compressed state, where it 
remains compressed.

! If the backup software on your remote host does not use compression, 
or if it uses compression but the Enable Tape Compression check box 
for the device is cleared, data is stored in a decompressed state in the 
VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-SitePAC then transmits the data in a 
compressed state to the Central REO, where it remains compressed.

Disabling compression results in one of the following:

! If the backup software on your remote host uses compression and the 
Enable Tape Compression check box is selected, data is stored in a 
compressed state in the VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-SitePAC then 
transmits the data to the Central REO in a decompressed state, where 
it remains decompressed.

! If the backup software on your remote host does not use compression, 
or if it uses compression but the Enable Tape Compression check box 
for the device is cleared, data is stored in a decompressed state in the 
VTC on the Remote REO. Multi-SitePAC then transmits the data in a 
decompressed state to the Central REO, where it remains 
decompressed.
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To change the compression setting

1 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Device 
Configuration.

Tip:  You can also use the Standalone Job Monitoring page to access the 
device configuration. Click Job Monitoring, and then click the link 
under Schedule for the applicable job.

2 From the Device ID list, select the multisite tape-device whose 
configuration you want to change.

3 Click Multisite Job Configuration.

Select a device.

Click here.
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4 On the Multisite Job Configuration page, clear or select the 
Compress During Transfer check box, whichever is applicable.

5 Click Submit, and then click OK when the confirmation message 
appears.

The Standalone Job Monitoring page appears.

Checking Bandwidth
When directed to do so by Overland Storage Technical Support, use the 
following steps to determine an approximate data-transfer rate between 
the Central REO and a Remote REO.

1 In the GUI on the Central REO, under System Menu, click 
Maintenance.

2 In the Test Bandwidth section, enter the following:

! IP Address of Remote Appliance. Enter the IP address of the 
Remote REO.

! Amount of Data to Send. Enter the amount of data (in kilobytes) to 
send to the Remote REO. You can enter any number from 1 through 
99,999.

! Connection Time-Out Occurs After. Enter the amount of time (in 
seconds) that can elapse before a connection time-out occurs. You can 
enter any number from 0 through 999; if you enter a 0, the REO GUI 
waits until all data is transferred to the Remote REO.

Select or clear 
this check box.
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3 Click Test Bandwidth.

The REO GUI displays the applicable statistics.

Important:  Be aware that results might vary. Factors such as the level 
of traffic on the line you are using and the size of the data can influence 
the results.

4 To proceed, click Continue.

Modifying a Schedule
You can change an existing schedule, toggle between Manual or 
Schedule, or modify the length of time a job is allowed to run.

Important:  Make sure that the schedule for a backup job on the remote 
host does not overlap with the schedule for the corresponding Mirror 
job.

1 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Device 
Configuration.

Tip:  You can also use the Standalone Job Monitoring page to access the 
device configuration. Click Job Monitoring, and then click the link 
under Schedule for the applicable job.

2 From the Device ID list, select the multisite tape-device whose 
configuration you want to change.

Select a device.
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3 Click Multisite Job Configuration.

4 On the Multisite Job Configuration page, make the applicable 
changes.

5 Click Submit, and then click OK when the confirmation message 
appears.

The Standalone Job Monitoring page appears.

Click here.
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Pausing and Resuming a Job
Because Multi-SitePAC is designed to start processing a Mirror job at the 
exact place it previously stopped, you can use the Start and Stop buttons 
to pause and resume a job.

Important:  If you stop a Mirror job before it finishes, you might not be 
able to use your backup software on the central host to catalog the data 
that was copied to the Central REO.

To pause or resume a job

1 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Job Monitoring.

2 For the job that you want to pause, click Stop.

3 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

The State changes to Hold.

4 When you are ready to resume processing of the job, click Start for the 
applicable job.

To pause the 
job, click Stop.

To resume 
the job, click 
Start.
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5 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

The State changes to Active.

Determining Space Consumed on a Remote REO
After you configure a multisite tape-device on a Central REO, it 
establishes a VTC on the specified Remote REO. While backup data is 
stored on the Remote REO, the size of the VTC increases and decreases 
dynamically. Use the following steps to determine how much space is 
currently consumed by the VTC on a Remote REO.

1 Log on to the REO GUI for the Remote REO.

2 In the left pane, under Standalone Devices, click Logical Volume 
Management.

3 In the Multisite Space Used section, note how much space is identified.

This section indicates the combined total of space currently consumed by 
all the VTCs that exist on the Remote REO.

Viewing Information about the VTCs on a Remote REO
You can use the Remote Device Information page to view information 
about the multisite devices that have been created for a Remote REO. 
(You can also use this feature to delete the VTC information for orphaned 
devices. For more information, see How Do I Remove an Orphaned Device 
from a Remote REO? on page 45.)

1 Log on to the REO GUI for the Remote REO.

2 In the left pane, under System Menu, click View Remote Device.

The page lists the following:

! VTC ID. Indicates the virtual tape-cache (VTC) ID automatically 
assigned by the appliance.

! iSCSI Target Name. Indicates the name that corresponds to the 
name of the original multisite device that resides on the Central REO.

! VTC SCSI SN. Indicates the VTC SCSI serial number (SN) 
automatically assigned by the appliance.
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! VTC Size (GB). Indicates the current size of the device on the Remote 
REO.

! VTC Ceiling (GB). Indicates the maximum amount of space that the 
VTC is allowed to consume on the Remote Appliance. The ceiling 
corresponds to the Dynamic Tape Maximum Size set for the original 
multisite device that resides on the Central REO.

3 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

Adding Additional Remote REO Appliances
If you purchase a new license to expand the number of Remote REOs in 
your Multi-SitePAC configuration, complete the following steps on your 
Central REO to expand the number of authorized appliances.

1 In the GUI on the Central REO, under System Menu, click 
Maintenance.

2 In the System PACs section, click Update Multisite.

3 Type in the new activation code, and click Update Multi-SitePAC 
License.

4 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

The System PACs section indicates how many appliances have been 
activated to use Multi-SitePAC. This number should include the 
appliances that you were already authorized to use, as well as any 
additional licenses that you purchased.
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Reviewing the Summary Pages
In addition to the information described in the Setup Guide, the 
Standalone Device Summary and Standalone Initiator Summary pages 
include information relevant to Multi-SitePAC: the Device Type column 
displays Multisite Tape, and it displays it in italic formatting if the 
Compress During Transfer option is selected.
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APPENDIX
A
 Troubleshooting Multi-SitePAC
If you encounter general issues related to the REO or the Protection OS 
software, see the Setup Guide that came with your appliance. If you 
encounter issues specific to Multi-SitePAC, check the following 
information to see if the issue is addressed. If you do not see the issue 
addressed, check the SERVICE & SUPPORT section of the Overland 
Web site at: www.overlandstorage.com

Addressing Multi-SitePAC Error Messages
Messages regarding Multi-SitePAC are sent by the Remote REO to the 
e-mail address identified for all messages on the Central REO. Messages 
regarding the appliance itself are sent to the e-mail address identified for 
the specific appliance.

The following is a list of the messages that might appear in the log file on 
the Remote REO. If you use the e-mail alert option (for more information, 
see the Setup Guide that came with your appliance), the information is 
also sent via an e-mail message. A check mark in the Log & E-Mail 
column indicates that a message is sent to both a .log file and to the 
e-mail address (otherwise, the item only appears in a .log file).

Code
Log & 
E-Mail Text Indicates (and resolution, if applicable)

0 Status OK (informational only)

1 (reserved) (reserved for future use)

2 Invalid 
Destination 
Target

The Remote REO is unable to copy data to the specified iSCSI target 
(REO Device) on the Central REO because the iSCSI Target Name 
is not valid.
Try this:
! Make sure that the iSCSI Target Name is correct.
! Try deleting the existing device and re-creating it to see if the 

same issue occurs.

3 Source Target 
Unavailable

The Remote REO is unable to access the specified iSCSI target 
(VTC) because of an iSCSI initiator error. If the problem persists, 
send all .log files to Technical Support.
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4 Destination 
Target 
Unavailable

The Central REO is unable to copy data to the specified iSCSI target 
(REO Device) on the Central REO because the iSCSI Target Name 
is not valid.
Try this: On the Maintenance page, use the Test 
Communication with a Remote feature to determine whether the 
Central REO can talk to the Remote REO.

5 ! Critical: Link 
Failure

Because the Central REO is unable to access the Remote REO, the 
mirror process is terminated. The network might be unavailable or 
the appliance might be offline.
Try this:
! Check the status of your network connection.
! Make sure that power is enabled on the Central REO.

6 Critical: Source 
SCSI_IO Dump

An issue exists with a disk drive or a virtual volume on the Remote 
REO.
Try this: Use a different logical volume to configure a multisite tape-
device, and see if the same issue occurs.

7 ! (if 
out of 
space)

Critical: End of 
Media Detected

An issue exists with a disk drive or a virtual volume on the Central 
REO.
Try this:
! Check the Internal Disk Management page on the Central 

REO, and correct any issues identified regarding a physical disk.
! Try using a different logical volume to configure a multisite tape-

device and see if the same issue occurs.

8 (reserved) (reserved for future use)

9 ! Info: Mirroring 
Complete

The mirror task finished.

10 (reserved) (reserved for future use)

11 IOCTL Failure The operating system on the Central REO or Remote REO was 
unable to process a command.

12 (reserved) (reserved for future use)

13 Insufficient 
Memory

The memory required exceeds the memory currently available on the 
Remote REO. Send all .log files to Technical Support.

14 ! Critical: 
Mirroring 
Terminated by 
User

The user clicked Stop to interrupt a job or the amount of time 
specified for the duration of the job was exceeded.
Try this:
! If you stopped a job via the Standalone Job Monitoring page, 

click Start when you are ready to resume.
! Expand the value for the Maximum Duration of Job.

15 No Initiator 
Binding

There is an issue with the iSCSI session or device association on 
either the Central REO or Remote REO.
Try this:
! Log off the iSCSI initiator, and then log back on.
! Make sure that the iSCSI Target Name is correct.
! Try deleting the existing device and re-creating it to see if the 

same issue occurs.

16 (reserved) (reserved for future use)

17 (reserved) (reserved for future use)

Code
Log & 
E-Mail Text Indicates (and resolution, if applicable)
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Why Are the Multi-SitePAC Features No Longer 
Available?

When you log on to the Central REO via the REO GUI, it verifies that 
your licensing is valid for Multi-SitePAC. If you receive an error message, 
it might be for one of the following reasons:

! The license file has become corrupted or is missing.

! The number of Remote REOs you are licensed to use does not match 
the number of units for which multisite tape-devices exist.

If this occurs, the existing Mirror jobs continue to run according to 
schedule; however, you cannot add new jobs or change or monitor 
existing jobs until you enter a valid code.

To enter a valid code

1 Click Continue.

The REO GUI displays the Add Multi-SitePAC License page.

2 If you have the code, proceed to the next step; otherwise, locate the code 
before continuing.

3 Type in the activation code, and click Add Multi-SitePAC License.

4 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.

You should now be able to use the multisite tape-devices that you 
previously configured.

18 ! Info: No Data to 
Mirror

The Central REO did not detect any data in the VTC on the Remote 
REO.
Try this:
! Check the backup software on the server attached to your Remote 

REO to ensure that a backup job exists.
! If the backup job exists in your backup software, check the status 

of the job to ensure that it finished (sent data to the device on the 
Remote REO).

20 Central REO is 
out of sync with 
Remote REO

(informational only; Multi-SitePAC software will resolve without 
user intervention)

Code
Log & 
E-Mail Text Indicates (and resolution, if applicable)
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Why Do I Get an Error Message When I Start or 
Stop a Mirror Job Using Windows Server 2003 and 
Internet Explorer 6?

If you are using Microsoft Internet Explorer 6 on a Windows Server 2003, 
you might see messages similar to the following when you start or stop a 
Mirror job.

To work around this issue

1 Open Internet Explorer.

2 On the Tools menu, click Internet Options.

3 In the Internet Options dialog box, click the Advanced tab.

4 In the Settings list, select the Disable script debugging check box, 
and click OK.
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Why Am I Unable to Catalog Data that Resides on the 
Central REO?

If you stop a Mirror job before it finishes or the amount of time specified for 
the duration of the job is exceeded, you might not be able to use your backup 
software on the central host to catalog the data that was copied to the 
Central REO. If this occurs, start the job that you stopped, and let it run 
to completion before trying to catalog it.

Why is the Central Host Unable to Access a Device?
Multi-SitePAC only supports simultaneous read and write operations of 
a multisite tape-device if the Mirror job is appending information to the 
device. If the Mirror job is performing an overwrite on any portion of the 
device (that is, the Mirror job is not a true append), the device becomes 
inaccessible to the host for the Central REO until the overwrite 
completes. All medium-access SCSI commands issued by the central host 
to the device terminate with a CHECK CONDITION status, a Sense Key 
response of “Not Ready,” and an additional response of “Medium Not 
Present.”

Why Didn’t My Changes to a Job Take Effect?
If you change the settings for an existing Mirror job while it is running, 
the changes do not take effect until the next time that the job is executed.

Why Did a Job Complete Without Data?
If you receive a “Mirroring Complete” e-mail message but the content of 
the message indicates that no blocks were transferred (Blocks 
Transferred: 0), it might be because you created the Mirror job and 
started it (or scheduled it to start) before data was actually backed up 
from the remote host to the device on the Remote REO.

Why is a Job Not Getting Processed?
If you received an error message regarding an invalid multisite tape-
device, you have created less than 10 jobs for a specific Remote REO, and 
existing jobs will not run, contact Overland Storage Technical Support.
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How Do I Recover an Existing Multisite VTC from a 
Remote REO?

If you lose the data on a Central REO (for example, if a disk goes bad in 
a RAID 0 configuration or you do not address a series of bad disks in a 
RAID 5 configuration in a timely manner), you can recover the data that 
still resides in the VTC on the Remote REO. To do so, you must use the 
same information to re-create the multisite tape-devices on the Central 
REO, establish a link between the Central REO and the Remote REO, 
and retransmit the data from the Remote REO to the Central REO.

1 Replace all bad disks in the appliance (on the Internal Disk Management 
page in the REO GUI, these disks are listed in the FREE DRIVE POOL 
as NOT PRESENT), and use the Volume Setup page to create a RAID 
configuration with logical volumes.

For more information, see the Setup Guide that came with your 
appliance.

2 Log on to the REO GUI for the Remote REO, and access the 
Maintenance page.

3 In the Support Request File section, click Save to download and save 
the .log files from the appliance to a .tgz file on a local system.

Important:  If you are using Windows Server 2003 or Windows XP, be 
aware that the file extension might be changed to .tar, which prevents 
the file from opening correctly. Manually change the extension to use 
the original .tgz extension.

4 Use a data-compression utility, such as WinZip, to open the .tgz file, and 
then locate and open the vtc.log file.
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5 Print the log, and note what is listed in the VTC Path section of the file.

The VTC on a Remote REO is linked to the Central REO using the Device 
ID of the original multisite tape-device and the Media Access Control 
(MAC) address of the Central REO. In the following example, the devices 
listed were created on a Central REO whose MAC address is 
00e08127d00d and the devices used were 5, 6, and 16.

6 Log on to the REO GUI for the Central REO, and use the Standalone 
Logical Volume Management page to add a volume.

7 On the Standalone Device Summary page, check the entry for the 
iSCSI Target Name (the default value includes the MAC address of the 
appliance) to verify that the MAC address used for the device matches 
the one displayed in the vtc.log file.

If the MAC addresses do not match, you are not logged on to the correct 
Central REO.

8 If the MAC addresses match, add logical volumes until you have created 
enough volumes that correspond to the ones you are trying to re-create.

In the preceding example, you would need to add 17 volumes to reach the 
third Device ID of 16.

9 Use the Standalone Device Configuration page to create a multisite 
tape-device for the applicable Device IDs (for more information on 
creating these devices, refer back to Creating Multisite Tape Devices on 
page 21).

In the preceding example, you would need to create a device of type 
Multisite Tape for Device IDs 5, 6, and 17.

10 Use the Standalone Job Monitoring page to start a mirror job for each 
of the applicable devices.

MAC address of Central REO Device IDs
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Why is a Multisite Device Reported as Being Invalid?
If you create 10 devices of type Multisite Tape and then attempt to create 
another (the maximum allowed is 10), you receive a message similar to 
the following:

After you receive this message and click Continue, the GUI returns to the 
Add New Multisite Initiator page.

If you do not click Cancel on this page to stop the assignment of this 
device to Multisite Tape, a version of the device remains in the list of 
available devices. However, when you try to access the Multisite Job 
Configuration page for this device, you receive a message similar to the 
following:

To work around this issue

" Use the Standalone Logical Volume Management page to delete the 
applicable device.
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How Do I Remove an Orphaned Device from a Remote 
REO?

You can use the Remote Device Information page to delete the VTC 
information for a multisite device that has become separated from the 
original device created on the Central REO. When you delete the VTC 
information, the system also restores corresponding initiator information 
to its default state, which allows you to use the initiator for a valid device.

1 Log on to the REO GUI for the Remote REO.

2 In the left pane, under System Menu, click View Remote Device.

3 For the applicable device, click Remove.

4 When the confirmation message appears, click OK to continue.
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APPENDIX
B
 Customer Support
If you have a technical question about the REO, try the following:

1 Check the documentation and online Help.

2 Check the Web site: www.overlandstorage.com

After you register your product via the Web site, you can view and 
download Release Notes, as well as any other applicable documentation, 
such as the latest version of the Setup Guide.

Registering Your Product
1 Go to the Overland Web site at: www.overlandstorage.com

2 Click SERVICE & SUPPORT.

3 If you have previously registered other products, log 
on via the MEMBER LOGIN section; otherwise, 
click SIGN UP NOW, and follow the onscreen steps 
to create a logon account.

4 Under MY PRODUCTS, click Add or Register a New Product.

5 Enter the serial number of your REO (usually located on the back of the 
unit and also available on the Maintenance page in the REO GUI) and 
delivery date, and click SUBMIT.

You can use the Product Selector to select a product and view information 
about it.

Locating Additional Information for Your Product
1 Go to the Overland Web site at: www.overlandstorage.com

2 Click SERVICE & SUPPORT.

3 Log on via the MEMBER LOGIN section.

4 Click KNOWLEDGE CENTER.

Click here.
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5 In the Browse Documents by Category section, click Technical.

6 Use the Search Category feature to search for a specific phrase.

You can also open one of the subcategory folders and search from within 
it.

7 If you still have a question, use the following contact information:

Click here.

For Contact

Worldwide Headquarters Overland Storage, Inc. 
4820 Overland Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Toll Free: 1.800.729.8725 
Tel: 1.858.571.5555 
Fax: 1.858.571.3664

Sales Telephone: 1.858.571.5555 
Fax: 1.858.571.3664 
E-mail: sales@overlandstorage.com

Technical Support Telephone:
! Worldwide: 1.858.571.5555
! EMEA: +44 (0) 118.9898050
Fax: 1.858.571.3664 
E-mail: support@overlandstorage.com
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Glossary and Acronym List
Backup server. A networked computer that actually stores copies of 
files from other computers or servers or that runs backup software 
that automates the backup process of moving copies of files to separate 
storage medium, such as tape.

Block. The size of the segment of data, as defined by your backup 
software, that is transferred as a standard unit.

Central REO. The primary REO Appliance on which you create the 
multisite tape-devices and schedule the associated jobs.

Device ID. The SCSI target presented to the initiators.

GUI. Graphical user interface

Internet SCSI (iSCSI). A standard protocol for universal access to 
shared storage devices over standard, Ethernet-based transmission 
control protocol/Internet protocol (TCP/IP) networks. The connection-
oriented protocol transports SCSI commands, data, and status across 
an IP network.
The iSCSI protocol enables block-level storage applications over TCP/
IP networks. It builds on two widely-used technologies—SCSI 
commands for storage and IP protocols for networking.
! iSCSI uses the SCSI command set, the core storage commands used 

throughout all storage configurations.
! iSCSI uses IP and Ethernet, the basis for most corporate, 

metropolitan, and wide-area networks.
iSCSI uses standard Ethernet switches and routers to move the data 
from server to storage. It also allows IP and Ethernet infrastructure to 
be used for expanding access to storage area network (SAN) storage 
and extending SAN connectivity across any distance.

Tip:  For more information about iSCSI, se the Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF) standards for IP storage at www.ietf.org (Internet 
Society, 2002. iSCSI (Draft), www.ietf.org/internet-drafts/draft-ietf-
ips-iscsi-13.txt).
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Initiator. The client is an initiator that plays the active role in issuing 
commands. In iSCSI terms, an initiator is a logical system component 
(usually present in the form of a device driver) that sends SCSI I/O 
commands to a target over an I/O bus or network. In this application, 
the initiator accompanies the initiator software or IP storage HBA on 
your application or backup server.

iSCSI target. The server is a target that plays the passive role in 
fulfilling client requests. An iSCSI target is a logical system 
component within an iSCSI appliance that receives SCSI I/O 
commands from an initiator and executes them. A target includes one 
or more logical units (LUs); each LU is a SCSI device, such as a disk 
or tape drive. In this application, the target is the array of disks on the 
REO.

LAN. Local-area network

LTO-2. Linear tape-open

LU. Logical unit

LUN. Logical unit number

LVM. Logical volume management

Medium Changer. A secondary device that automates the movement of 
media to and from a primary device.

RAID. Redundant array of independent disks

Remote REO. The REO Appliances located in the field. Data that is 
backed up to these appliances is then retrieved for mirroring on the 
primary (Central) REO Appliance.

SCSI. Small Computer System Interface

Sense key. A SCSI error message contains three sections, the first of 
which is the sense key (also known as “sense”). Additional information 
is contained in the second section (additional sense code [ASC]) and 
the third section (additional sense code qualifier [ASCQ]).

Target. The target is a resource that receives and executes client 
requests.

Volume. In this context, there are two types, physical and logical. The 
physical volume correlates directly to a physical disk drive in a RAID 
configuration. A logical volume is based on a configuration and 
specification set by you.

VTC. virtual tape-cache
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P
PACs   17

R
redundant array of independent disks (RAID)

  15
Remote Device Information page   33
Remote REO

adding additional   34
configuring backup software   13
creating the VTC   11
deleting orphaned devices   45
information about the VTC   33
recovering VTCs   42
space consumed by the VTC   33
working with large data sets   14

requirements   15
restoring files   13

S
schedule, changing   30
SCSI   38
software, downloading   16
Source SCSI_IO Dump   38
Source Target Unavailable   37
speed, expected   14
Standalone Device Configuration page   21
Standalone Device Summary   35
Standalone Initiator Summary   35
Standalone Job Monitoring page   24, 25
status of a job   25
Status OK   37
summary pages   35
System Log Files   42
System PACs   17

T
test communication   19
troubleshooting   37

cataloging data   41
Central REO is out of sync with Remote REO

  39
changes not working   41
deleting orphaned devices   45
Destination Target Unavailable   38
End of Media Detected   38
features not available   39
Insufficient Memory   38
Internet Explorer error   40
Invalid Destination Target   37
invalid device   44
IOCTL Failure   38
job completes without data   41
Link Failure   38
Mirroring Complete   38
Mirroring Terminated by User   38
No Data to Mirror   39
No Initiator Binding   38
recovering VTCs   42
Source SCSI_IO Dump   38
Source Target Unavailable   37

Status OK   37
unavailable device   41

U
USB SoftKey   16, 24, 25

V
verifying bandwidth   29
virtual tape-cache (VTC)

creating   11
deleting orphaned devices   45
information about   33
recovering   42
space consumed on Remote REO   33

vtc.log   42

W
working with large data sets   14
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